6 ways

managed services
simplify IT

Fast-changing IT requirements and emerging security threats make it more and more
challenging to keep up. Fortunately, a services vendor can help make your life easier ‒ by
providing your employees with the latest technologies, while you offload a little (or a lot) of
your routine management tasks and free up your IT team to focus on higher priorities.
Here are 6 ways managed services helps lighten the load on IT:
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Better employee experience
Reduce employee downtime and keep them equipped
with what they need to be happy and productive
wherever they work. A services vendor can supply your
employees with ready-to-go devices and easy-access
support that needs minimal intervention from your staff.

Tighter security
Managed services complement your IT team’s
capabilities with secure systems and added expertise to
work as an extension to your staff, help assess potential
risks, and strengthen security across your fleet.

Greater visibility
With practical tools that give visibility into your
organization’s data and devices and provide actionable
insights, IT service experts give you the ability to
identify and resolve issues before your users are even
aware of them.
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Increased agility
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Managed costs
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Reduced complexity

Balance the short- and long-term needs of your
employees and organization by taking advantage of
solutions that offer you flexibility and scale as your
requirements change.

Optimize your existing IT investments and reduce
expenses like hardware and resources ‒ services
vendors give you coverage where and when you need it,
and with predictable costs.

Managed services can help you find ways to
consolidate IT processes and reduce the sheer
number of vendors you have to manage ‒ reducing
the complexity and pointing out potential cost
savings by flagging redundancies.

Rely on HP Services
By handing off some or all of your daily device monitoring and security
tasks, HP helps you optimize your IT assets and resources so you can focus
your staff on innovation and more strategic priorities. With a full portfolio of
services, plus hardware, analytics, and support, IT leaders look to HP to help
manage the demands of the modern workplace.

To learn more about HP Services, visit www.hp.com/services
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